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Q. WILL START BY ASKING YOU WHERE YOU WERE

10 BORN AND WHAT TOWN YOU GREW UP IN.

11 A. was born on September 12 and am close

12 to birthday right now September 12 1925 in very

13 small village in Germany. The name of the village is

14 Frankengauenheixn. It is located just very close to the

15 city of Wurzburg in Franconia It is the northern part

16 of Bavaria.

17 The village that was born in had

18 population of approximately 600 people. It included

19 ten Jewish families. We had synagogue and Jewish

20 congregation within the village. The synagogue was

21 attended essentially by those ten families plus two or

22 three Jewish families from nearby villages.

23 Q. HOW OBSERVANT WAS YOUR FAMILY

24 A. Quite observant. never knew that there

25 was anything other than orthodoxy until left Germany



at the age of 12. It was very rural fairly

primitive kind of community. By that mean we had

very few modern conveniences. In spite of your

thinking of Germany as very industrialized country

there were pockets of villages like mine where there

was no plumbing. We didnt have any plumbing. We had

farm house we had some acreage. My family were

cattle dealers.

Eight of the ten Jewish families in the town

10 were cattle dealers and they had been in the community

11 for many generations.

12 Q. WAS IT UNUSUAL FOR JEWS TO BE ORTHODOX IN

13 YOUR AREA

14 No. All the Jews were orthodox in these

15 little communities. We were not familiar with any

16 reform or conservative movement. That was in the

17 larger cities.

18 Q. WHERE WERE YOUR PARENTS FROM

19 A. My parents came from lets say were born

20 in Frankengauenheim. My paternal grandfather was born

21 in little town called Rinbach Rin--b--ach very

22 close by. His was the only Jewish family.

23 My grandmother on the paternal side

24 interestingly enough was born in Atlanta Georgia

25 in the United States. Her family were German



immigrants during the midninteenth century when there

was migration of Jews from Germany very much like

the immigrants who came to San Francisco the

Fleischackers the Swiegs and so on those early German

immigrants.

It happened that my greatgrandparents on my

grandmothers side were immigrants in the South. They

lived in Atlanta Georgia had general store in

Atlanta Georgia. During the Civil War their store

10 and their belongings were burned during Shermans

11 march.

12 They went in covered wagons so my grandmother

13 told me and headed out West. My greatgrandmother

14 became ill. Also they had some farming property that

15 they inherited presumably in Frankengauenheim. So

16 they decided to return to Europe. My grandmother was

17 then seven years old. She had one brother who was

18 maybe about three or four years old at that point.

19 They went to Germany not knowing any German.

20 My grandmother married local person and they raised

21 their children in Frankengauenheim. That is where we

22 were born.

23 Interestingly in my very close immediate

24 family it was my grandmother who was United States

25 citizen by birth who died in the holocaust in one of



the concentration camps.

The way this came about was that my

grandfather who was very respected in the village and

in the communities near our home had lots of friendly

relations with the German neighbors. To him the

persecution of the Jews was something unthinkable that

was going to go away.

When my parents thought about migrating to the

United States he who was the patriarch of the family

10 expressly said he prohibited it we should wait around.

11 He died in 1936. few months before his death he

12 became more convinced that the persecution wasnt going

13 to go away. He was deeply religious person who felt

14 that he had been acting selfishly when he asked that we

15 not leave Germany.

16 So he met with my father and with my mother

17 and told them how selfish he felt he had been and

18 rather informally released them from the pledge that

19 they had made to stay just shortly before his death in

20 1936.

21 Right after his death my parents made

22 arrangements to try to get visa to come to the United

23 States. However my grandmother who was still at that

24 time in mourning for my grandfather decided that no

25 matter what would happen she wished to be buried next



to my grandfather in Germany.

So she decided this United States citizen

the only United States citizen in our family

decided when we came to the United States that she

would not come with us. have subsequently found out

that she was deported to Resenstadt which is in

Czechoslovakia and that she died there in 1942.

An interesting sidelight on this is that oh

just about yearanda--half ago my cousin was going

10 through some old books which we brought from Germany

11 and in one of these actually an old prayer book

12 she found an ethical will which my grandfather had

13 written prior to his death. It was an old yellow piece

14 of paper you can imagine after more than 50 years

15 almost 50 years after his death in which he made some

16 personal comments to each of us including the

17 grandchildren and also made the request that when he

18 was buried that there be double tombstone with one

19 side reserved for his wife. It was very touching.

20 After became aware of that letter decided

21 to do bit of research. wrote to Jatversheim and

22 found out indeed the exact circumstances the exact

23 date of the death of my grandmother in Resenstadt.

24 was supplied list of all the people who were on

25 transport from Wurzburg from the home for the aged



where she had been after we left and their dates of

birth and dates of death. So her exact date of death

is recorded.

Q. DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT DATE THAT WAS

A. have it on the chart here.

Q. DO YOU KNOW WHEN THE TRANSPORT WAS

A. It was in 42. believe it was in

October of 1942. She was already in her late 70s.

She must have been 79. She died few months later in

10 Resenstadt.

11 have this information. have arranged next

12 month to go to Frankengauenheim and to Gareishofen

13 which is the next largest town where the Jewish

14 cemetary is to have the gravestone engraved with the

15 information that we have about her.

16 Q. WHAT YEAR DID YOU LEAVE GERMANY

17 A. We left in September of 1937 which was

18 about year before Krystalnacht.

19 Let me tell you little more about my

20 grandmother. Her maiden name was Schield

21 Schje1d and her first name was Sabina.

22 Everybody called her Veina which was her nickname.

23 She was born on July 20 1859 in Atlanta. She

24 died in the concentration camp in Terasenstadt on

25 December 1942 which would make her 83 at the time



of her death. believe she was on transport to

Terasenstadt in October of 1941. So she lived just

few months in the concentration camp.

Q. YOU WERE BORN IN 1925. WOULD LIKE TO

KNOW WHEN YOU FIRST REALIZED THAT THERE WAS ANY DANGER

WHERE YOU WERE LIVING OR WHEN YOU ENCOUNTERED

DISCRIMINATION.

A. Well you have to understand this was

fairly closeknit village. Although there was always

10 some tension between the Christians and Jews we got

11 along pretty well. There was separation on Shabbat

12 always when the Jews would get dressed up and spend

13 the day at the synagogue and at home so we were always

14 quite separate from the rest of the world on Shabbat.

15 During the work day week there was lot of

16 mingling. There was tworoom schoolhouse with the

17 lower grades having one teacher and the upper grades

18 having another teacher. We were all together.

19 Discrimination came up in two areas think.

20 It started to surface in 1933 1934 as soon as Hitler

21 came to power with people first of all being

22 reminded through progaganda newspapers like the

23 Stuermer. We lived in Franconia and the Stuermer was

24 local newspaper Franconia paper that got

25 distributed nationwide.



But became aware of the caricatures the

bizarre caricatures of Jews and started to get some

teasing from other kids. People started to become

afraid of dealing with Jews. guess it was in 1934

that the Nuremburg laws went into effect. Maybe it was

35 am not sure.

0. THE SCHOOL YOU WERE AT WAS SECULAR

SCHOOL

A. Was secular school. There were two

10 areas in which the discrimination was felt. One was

11 people stopped doing business and doing business with

12 us became secretive kind of thing. Some people

13 continued to do some business but they suddenly became

14 aware that business was done at night so that the

15 neighbors couldnt see other neighbors dealing with

16 us.

17 Q. THIS WAS THE CATTLE BUSINESS

18 A. Yes.

19 Q. SELLING CATTLE

20 A. Yes. Selling and purchasing cattle. Some

21 of that would be transacted at first at night. Much of

22 the business dropped off.

23 Q. WAS YOUR FATHER MIDDLE MAN OR DID HE

24 RAISE THE CATTLE

25 A. My father and grandfather would purchase



the cattle from nearby farmers and sell them to other

farmers or drive the cattle to the marketplace where

they were sold to butchers or whatever.

Then we started to get taunts. Then the

Hitler youth became organized and would march through

the village singing songs. They were full of hatred

against the Jews. We became more isolated.

guess what strikes me most is what happened

at school getting to feel that there was something

10 bad something evil about being Jewish. School

11 teachers were given curriculum that taught racism.

12 What made it maybe more difficult to deal with than

13 straight outright antagonism towards us was that the

14 teacher at first took compromising attitude. He

15 would teach the racist literature designating Jews as

16 evil and poison among the nations and that they had

17 to be gotten rid of. They werent so much talking

18 about killing them at that point as about ostracizing

19 them. But then he would make some remark Of course

20 what we are talking about is foreign Jews not the

21 families that are living here among us which in

22 way made it little more difficult because he was

23 someone who in his own way was trying to be kind.

24 The next thing that happened probably few

25 weeks after this teaching started was that teacher



10

called the Jewish kids aside after school and told us

that he thought that we were pretty smart in relation

to some of the other kids he noticed that they tended

to look over our shoulders and copy our papers and

therefore he had decided that the Jewish kids were

going to sit separately from the rest of the class.

We werent fooled for moment about what this

was all about. But one didnt challenge teacher in

Germany. So we couldnt really get angry at him. We

10 really couldnt cope with this.

11 Q. WHAT GRADE WAS THIS

12 A. Oh suppose that was second third

13 grade. would have been about eight. It was as

14 said tworoom school situation so the grades

15 werent all that distinguished.

16 About 1934 35 we were segregated in the

17 school. And following that also socially we were

18 really isolated and that became very painful.

19 It became frightening because the signs went

20 up. There were certain families in our village who

21 joined the Nazi party and who felt it was their

22 business to humiliate the Jews. So we started to feel

23 the deliberate harassment calling us names asking us

24 to get off the street asking us to get out of the

25 country.
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began to feel and the rest of us began to

feel sense of physical danger. Talk started about

the pleasures of seeing Jewish blood flow which as

kids we as well our parents began to take

seriously.

My father was person who had quite temper.

So when he received taunts we were very much afraid

that he would answer back. My grandfather who tended

to be more controlled asked him not to talk back. My

10 mother asked him not to talk back. We began to see

11 that there were some people who did answer the taunts

12 back and they were sent to concentration camps.

13 So there was sense of physical danger. There was

14 sense of isolation that started in 34 35.

15 Q. YOU HAD ONE OTHER SISTER

16 A. My sister Vera is three years younger than

17 I.

18 Q. WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCES THAT LED UP

19 YOUR PARENTS DECISION TO LEAVE THAT WAS IN 37

20 A. We left in 37. We applied for visa

21 probably shortly before my grandfathers death when he

22 released the family from the vow to stay in Germany.

23 So it was towards the end of 36.

24 My mother is one of ten children. Her parents

25 were also cattle dealers and lived in village not too
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far away.

After World War because of financial

circumstances rather than anything else not being able

support such large family several of her siblings

emigrated to the United States when they were in their

late teens. So we had some connections.

Early on during the Hitler years when it

became evident what was happening my mothers side of

the family began to emigrate and join their siblings

10 who helped them come to the United States.

11 So when my grandfather released us from the

12 vow to stay in Germany we contacted our relatives who

13 were able to send us affidavits. But it still took

14 about nine months and it became increasingly scary

15 during that time before we left.

16 Now one of the things was we were not

17 allowed to bring any money out of Germany. The Jews

18 were not allowed to do that. We sold our property at

19 ridiculously low prices and we left whatever money we

20 could to my grandmother who was remaining behind.

21 It was frightening of coure to come to new

22 country without any money. remember that we got

23 information from the United States the depression

24 was going on then that everybody had to work and

25 that some of the children helped by shining shoes. So
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my mother dressmaker made an apron with pocket

that could hold shoeshine brushes and polish and so on

and prepared me in sense for being shoeshine boy

when we got to New York.

couldnt imagine being brought up in

village where no one ever had their shoes shined by

anybody else that that is what Id be doing in the

United States. And did.

In some ways it was an adventure. In other

10 ways it was of course very scary to be leaving

11 everything that we had known.

12 Q. AM CURIOUS. WHAT DO YOU THINK LED YOUR

13 GRANDFATHER TO CHANGE HIS MIND ABOUT THE VOW WAS

14 THERE ONE INCIDENT THAT HELP MAKE THE DECISION TO

15 LEAVE

16 A. dont remember any one incident. But

17 think it was probably the weight of several incidents.

18 Because increasingly people who were Jews were being

19 beaten up. Their businesses were being closed down.

20 We began to get word back about some people who had

21 been arrested having been killed in concentration

22 camps.

23 So he realized that our lives were in danger.

24 dont think it was any one incident but it was an

25 accumulation of number of incidents.
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Q. THIS IS ALREADY IN 35 36

A. That was in 35 and 36 yes particularly

in 36.

We will talk little more about what it was

like in the village. There was an increasing sense of

fear during the Hitler days in the village. It was

Catholic village. Other than the ten Jewish families

every family there was Catholic. Their lives centered

pretty much around the church.

10 In the early Hitler days the church was

11 somewhat protective of the Jews. think that partly

12 may have caused my grandfather to feel that this was

13 going to blow over.

14 remember conversations by the members of my

15 family and other Jews with the priest and with the

16 nuns who were saying that they were counseling people

17 to continue their friendship with us. remember

18 increasingly they were saying that they dont dare do

19 that any more. know by 1936 they were expressing

20 also sense of fear that they could no longer say

21 anything or do anything to be friendly.

22 By 1936 very few people including the

23 Catholic clergy were allowing themselves to be seen

24 talking with us.

25 remember hearing some of the stories about
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people from nearby villages who were arrested without

reason and taken to concentration camps and some of

them getting killed. So now remember lots of

nightmares think both my sister and had.

remember nightmares of being hauled off and being taken

to concentration camp which pictured as place

where people get beaten or people get killed.

So there was that increasing feeling of

worry cant call it exactly terror of anxiety

10 and looking forward especially during those nine

11 months or so when we were waiting for passage to the

12 United States really looking forward to leaving and

13 sometimes wondering whether we were going to make it

14 whether we would be sent to concentration camp or

15 killed before then. That was very real.

16 never went hungry. The economic side

17 didnt worry about all that much. know my parents

18 did. They had to start selling property in order to

19 live. remember that it was permitted to bring over

20 crate called lift. It was as recall it now maybe

21 about the size of this room. It was maybe 12 by 12 by

22 ten something like that square maybe ten by ten by

23 ten something like that.

24 We crammed into it as much furniture and

25 linens and belongings as we could. In way it was
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kind of exciting packing the lift and trying to get

things in that were precious to us.

remember the day that we left because we

never had car but we had relative in Wurzburg who

had car who came to pick us up and drive us to

Wurzburg where we were going to catch the train and go

to Bremerhaven from which we went by ship to the

United States.

remember when we got into the car and

10 people knew that we were leaving that day the people

11 from the village assembled and no one said word.

12 People just stood there and stared.

13 have very mixed feelings in way that they

14 were restraining themselves that there were no taunts

15 which we expected. In another way they were showing

16 their fear. And in another way they were showing

17 curiosity. But here my parents had lived in this

18 village all their lives. We had lived there all our

19 lives. That was all wiped out.

20 Q. NOBODY SAID GOODBYE

21 A. Nobody said goodbye. shouldnt say that

22 nobody said goodbye. Those who said goodbye and there

23 were few neighbors no children but few adult

24 neighbors during that week stopped by at night when

25 nobody could see them and said goodbye to my parents
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and wished them well.

But no one would wave when we left. No one

said anything publicly.

Q. DO YOU KNOW WHAT HAPPENED TO THE OTHER

JEWS IN THE VILLAGE

A. Yes. have picture just taken maybe

about year before we left and there were some ten

children. We had grown up together. About half of

them five of them are dead now.

10 There are four families out of the ten that

11 never made it out of Germany. They were all killed in

12 the extermination camps.

13 My father had two sisters. One sister with

14 her family left Germany in 1938 just before

15 Krystalnacht. The other sister and her family never

16 left. They took my grandmother to live with them for

17 while.

18 Then they were sent to one concentration camp

19 an extermination camp assume. My grandmother was

20 sent to another. We never heard from them. They were

21 all wiped out.

22 Of my mothers family because of the roots

23 that we had in the United States all ten of the

24 children did get out with their families. Seven of

25 them are still alive. We had big reunion just year
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ago on my mothers 90th birthday.

We communicated with my grandmother and my

aunt and her family until the outbreak of the war in

1939. But after Rrystalnacht we pretty much despaired

that they ever would be able to get out. That is all

can tell you about that.

could talk little bit about how the

experience of going through the Hitler years in

Germany before coming to the United States affected

10 me later on in life. Of course after we came to the

11 United States my grandparents on my mothers side and

12 some of the others who came over with us formed our own

13 little community in New 1ork in Washington Heights.

14 We founded temple there which was again orthodox.

15 Those of us who were then in our teens had

16 very mixed feelings about wanting to continue that

17 affiliation with this kind of separate German Jewish

18 group or plunging

19 Tape Side Begin Tape Side

20 the truth to teach that Jews are different

21 from other people. The idea first of all that they

22 were morally inferior paved the way to all of the

23 outrages including the final killing in the holocaust.

24 It was inevitable that once they were seen as not being

25 human being different then you could wipe them out
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without feeling.

So when saw that happening in this country

which had gotten to feel very much part of it

scared the living daylights out of me.

suppose there was also some resolution to do

whatever could to fight this kind of thing in this

country. But think one of the scars that the Germany

experience my growing up experience left was that

those things are awfully frightening to me.

10 Then the next thing that can talk about out

11 of this experience that affected me was when went

12 back as part of the American forces during the war into

13 Germany. went back as an infantryman but early

14 during the occupation because of my language skills in

15 German became part of counter intelligence unit

16 and in military government units we were charged with

17 setting up governments and also with hunting out Nazi

18 criminals who were supposed to be tried after the war.

19 They went into hiding. We tried to find them.

20 remember my first experience finding

21 somebody who had been an officer in the SS and those

22 sort of people whom we were so afraid of the people

23 who could kill us on the spot or round us up in

24 Germany and who know had killed many of my family.

25 So what to do with anger and hatred that felt was
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initially probem.

remember the first person that arrested

when found out who he was and what his history was

really wanted to degrade him. had fantasies that

there was one incident that remember when was

child in Frankengauenheim where was told that when

the SS rounded up one Jewish man they had him go to

the outhouse and pick the toilet paper out of the

feces the pit the outhouse those kinds of degrading

10 things.

11 What went through my mind was that was going

12 to make him do that same thing. knew couldnt.

13 didnt know what was going to do with my feelings.

14 So told him that was filled with anger and hatred

15 towards people like him and didnt know what was

16 going to do. just wanted him there was

17 courtyard there. There was closed courtyard. just

18 wanted him to run just run around the courtyard until

19 decided. It took maybe about two minutes until

20 realized that in sense could become it was

21 possible in moment of crisis for anybody to become

22 the same as the Nazis and that was not the idea.

23 decided then that there was no sense in that kind of

24 thing that would treat every human being no matter

25 what like human being.
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So after that told him to stop running.

turned him over to the authorities. had hopes that

eventually these people would be brought to trial and

that is the way you do things in civilized society.

Q. DID YOU EVER SEE INSTANCES WHERE NAZIS

WERE HELPED BY THE AMERICANS OR LET GO OR HELPED TO GET

AWAY WERE NOT PROSECUTED OR WHERE AMERICANS JUST

TURNED BLIND EYE

A. Well was asked for anybody who was

10 captured during those early days after the war and in

11 the early days of military government we were asked to

12 provide whatever documentation we could on anybody that

13 we arrested. We had arrest forms which we needed to

14 fill out.

15 So always had feeling that maybe at some

16 point would be called as witness on some of these

17 situations. So made copies of all of these arrest

18 forms. still probably have about dozen of them in

19 my possession. Of course was never called. dont

20 know what ever happened to these people. So didnt

21 have any personal experience of people being let go.

22 Q. OR COLLABORATION

23 A. No. That one incident that talked to

24 you about really was kind of cathartic for me. It was

25 just one time had to identify what kind of person
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wanted to be in relation to atrocities and

provocations. knew that retaliation other than

through the courts was something that dehumanizes

people.

had some experience on the other side of

this. At the end of the war there was group of

diehard Nazis who called themselves werewolves who

found ways of taking as many Americans with them as

they could in combat.

10 So at the end of the war was stationed in

11 Harzburg Germany in the mountains and there were

12 group of Germans who hid out there who would string

13 cables across the roads at night at about shoulder

14 height for people riding in jeeps. It was way of

15 decapitating some of the soldiers that went through

16 there. We lost two or three people that way.

17 captured one of the people who was involved

18 in this and took him in to my superior officer and he

19 said Okay want you to take him back to the

20 prisonerofwar compound but also want you to make

21 sure that he tries to escape on the way and that he

22 doesnt really get there.

23 said If you are going to assign him to me

24 he is going to get there. want to make sure no

25 matter how you feel that he gets there.
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So at that point there was no more question

in my mind that you fight uncivilized behavior by

making darn sure that you are civilized.

These are some of the ways in which that

experience has affected me.

Q. DID YOU RETAIN YOUR ORTHODOXY WHEN YOU

CAME BACK

A. Oh no. went through period after my

bar mitzvah when think typically started to

10 question orthodoxy. started to question just the

11 whole business of what believed in as Jew. Never

12 any question about being Jew.

13 So stopped going to the synagogue. always

14 lived among Jews so being Jew was no problem until

15 we began to have children. So when we had children

16 it became important to us to have formal Jewish

17 affiliation. We philosphically felt closest to the

18 reform movement. We have been affiliated with the

19 reform temple for the past 25 years or so.

20 What has developed for me partly because of

21 the holocaust experience partly because of my

22 professional work with people as social worker and as

23 human services professional is conviction that

24 heritage can best be preserved if there are some

25 rituals that become part of life. How those rituals
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play themselves out how those rituals are set up

of course is something that is struggle for people

who are not strictly orthodox for whom ritual is just

matter of following what has always been done.

So in recent years have become very

interested in the use of ritual as part of preserving

religious and cultural heritage. am sure that the

holocaust experience which makes it unthinkable that

give up my identification with the Jewish people makes

10 me think more about how in modern society do you

11 preserve that heritage

12 Ritual makes for the preservation of history

13 and makes for an intimate type of preservation of

14 history. So the holocaust experience gives some

15 emotional energy to me in relation to pursuing my

16 Jewish heritage and taking possibly some leadership

17 role at least within my own temple around what we can

18 do to make rituals important enough flexible enough

19 individual enough for people and yet carry with them

20 the essence of Jewish history.

21 It is challenge which my background pushes

22 me to tackle along with other people. That is

23 probably enough.

24 Q. THANKS VERY MUCH.

25 -o0o


